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Long-lived heterogeneitiesin the mantle are indicated by Nd-Sr-Pb isotopic systematics. Explanations for thesevariations have invoked either distinct layers in the earth that are preferentially tapped
by some sourceregions (such as plumes rising from the base of the mantle) or small-scaleheterogeneities which are ubiquitously distributed through the mantle and tapped differentially in various source
regions. Considerationof the thermal and mechanicalaspectsof the latter hypothesisprovidesan explanation for the differencesbetween mid-oceanic ridge basalts and off-axis volcanism. The melting
behavior in a region with heterogeneitiesis modified by lateral conduction of heat, so that the first
melted regions are tapped preferentially at off-axis volcanoeswhere small degreesof melting occur. A
small (less than a few kilometers), easily melted heterogeneitydraws heat from its surroundingsas it
melts during ascent. An increaseof melting by a factor of 2 over adiabatic ascentis probable in the
most easily melted regionsif the melted and unmelted regionshave comparablevolume. The increase
is larger in the earlieststagesif melting is confinedto small isolated heterogeneities.The depletedisotopic ratios of mid-oceanic ridge basalts can be explained as follows. Heterogeneities with enriched
componentsmelt before those with depletedcomponentsas material ascendsbeneath the ridge. Then
the enriched melts are removed from the source region before mid-oceanic ridge basalts are tapped.
The first enrichedcomponentsto melt enter fracturesthat carry them upward and outward away from
the source region of basalts at the ridge axis. This occurs becausethe direction of shear strain in the
upwelling is such that the axis of tension plungesat 45ø away from the ridge axis and dikes of melt
propagate up perpendicularto the axis of tension. In contrast with the ridge, volcanoesaway from
the ridge axis preferentially tap the earlier melted components. At the greater sourcedepths of these
volcanoes only non-mid-oceanicridge basalt (MORB) componentsare significantly molten. Another
enriched off-axis sourceregion is the layer formed by the first enriched magma which moved laterally
and avoided the sourceregion of basalts at the ridge axis. For small-scaleubiquitous heterogeneities
to explain the differencesbetween mid-oceanic ridge basalts and off-axis volcanism, the MORB component must produce a greater volume of melt than the other components. If isotopic massbalances
precludethe MORB componentfrom being this abundant in the whole mantle, then the lower mantle
is probably a separatereservoir from the upper mantle. In that case, it is conceivablethat passive
ubiquitously distributed blobs derived from the lower mantle at earlier times act as small-scaleheterogeneities. Both this blob model and the small-scaleheterogeneitymodel are possible alternatives to
active mantle plumes.

INTRODUCTION

In the first type of model the isotopic regions are distinct
layers within the earth (Figure 1). The layers may be con-

The heterogeneityof the earth's mantle is indicated by
variations in the ratios of radiogenic isotopes in recent
basaltic lavas. At least three end-member components are
necessaryto explain the isotopic systematics[Zindler et al.,
1982]. One componentis associatedwith mid-oceanicridge
lavas and appears to be depleted in volatiles and other
incompatible elements. Nd-Sm systematicsindicate that
mid-oceanicridge basalts are too depletedto be representative of the averageof the whole mantle [e.g., Jacobsenand
Wasserburg,1979; Zindler et al., 1982]. Two more easily
melted componentsare associatedwith off-axis volcanism.
One may be primordial mantle, and the other may be the

sidered to date from

the formation

of the earth

or to be

formed continually through the earth's history. "Hot spot"
or "plume" magmas arise from material which has
ascended from great depths, perhaps the lower mantle or
the core-mantle boundary. The plumes tap both undepleted
or primordial mantle and, in some models, volatile enriched
zones associated with subducted

oceanic crust.

Mid-oceanic

ridge lavas are associated with material from the upper
mantle, which is depleted in the elements which formed the
continents.

An alternative to a stratified earth model is the possibility
that the heterogeneities are small and ubiquitously distripreviouslysubductedaltered oceaniccrust. Although the buted throughout the mantle [Davies, 1981; Zindler et al.,
isotopesclearly demonstratethe presenceof heterogeneities, 1982] (Figure 2). The differences between mid-oceanic ridge
they are little help in determiningthe geometry of the heter- basalts and hot spot basalts are attributed to preferential
ogeneities.Thus numerousmodelsfor the origin of mantle tapping of some heterogeneitieswith respect to the average
heterogeneitieshave been proposedalthough they generally mantle during the melting process. At the smaller fractions
of melting associated with hot spot basalts, the fraction of
fall into two types.
melting is much higher in the volatile-rich regions associated
with the plume component. The hot spot basalts thus tap a
Copyright 1984 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
biased sample of the mantle. At the larger percentage of
melting associatedwith mid-oceanic ridge basalts, the fracPaper number 4B0366.
0148-0227/84/004B-0366505.00
tion of melting does not vary as greatly with volatile con10,029
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Fig. 1. Schematicdiagramshowingthe origin of hot spot volcanoesaccordingto the mantle plume hypothesis.The
upper mantle is homogeneous
and is the sourceregion for mid-oceanicridge basalts. Hot spot volcanoestap plumes
ascendingfrom somelayer at depth,probablythe lower mantle. The plumeis isotopicallyenrichedrelativeto the upper mantle.

tent. The mid-oceanic ridge lava thus provides a more democratic sample of the mantle.
Situations intermediate between active plumes which tap
distinct layers and mantle-wide convectionwith ubiquitously
distributed heterogeneitiesare certainly conceivable. For
example, small-scaleheterogeneitiesand plumes may coexist
in the mantle. Alternatively, the circulation in the upper
and the lower mantle may be nearly separate, but the lower
mantle reservoir is tapped by blobs which become ubiquitously distributed in the upper mantle as small-scalepassive
heterogeneities(Figure 3).
The presenceof ubiquitous heterogeneitiesin the mantle
is a logical consequenceof plate tectonics throughout the
history of the earth. The oceanic lithosphere is composed
of oceanic crust, depleted residuum, and less depleted mantle at greater depths. Hydrothermally altered oceanic crust
along with some sedimentis probably subductedand later is
recycled into mantle-derived magmas [Cohen and O'Nions,
1982; White and Holmann, 1982; Holmann and White,
1982]. The residuum from forming island arc volcanics,
and ultimately continents, probably is also returned to the
mantle. The initial size of these heterogeneitiesis small
compared with the size of the convection pattern in the
mantle. Xenon isotopic variations in mid-oceanic ridge
basaltsindicate that both degassedand undegassedheterogeneities have persisted from early in the earth's history
[Staudacherand Allkgre, 1982; All•gre et al., 1983a].
A difficulty with models in which these heterogeneities
separate to form layers [e.g., Anderson, 1981; Hofrnann
and White, 1982; Presnall and Helsley, 1982] is that viscous

Off-axis

Lithospheri

volcano

flow tends to smear out heterogeneities[Richter and Ribe,
1979; Richter et al., 1982]. Another difficulty is that very
large densitycontrastsbetween small heterogeneitiesand the
"normal" mantle are required for the heterogeneities
to separate into layers. For example, the relative rate of movement of a region with respect to its surroundingsis by
Stokes'law proportionalto the densitycontrastand proportional to the squareof the diameter of the region. That is,
for a 10-km region to separate from the 100-km-thick
downgoing slab, the density contrast between the 10-km
region and the slab would have to be 100 times the density
contrast of the slab with its surroundings.
The physicsof melting and the segregationof melt from
a heterogeneoussource region have not been examined in
detail. It is known that the tendencyof melt to segregate
from a mostly crystallinemush is stronglydependenton the
fraction of melt present[Frank, 1968; Sleep, 1974; Turcotte
and Ahern, 1978; Basaltic VolcanismStudy Project, 1981;
Turcotte, 1982]. A small fraction of melt may be retained
indefinitely, while melt segregatesif more than a few percent melt is present. Segregationof melt at small fractions
of partial melting is enhancedby filter pressingif the mush
flows through a restricted conduit.
In this paper, the thermal aspectsof melting in a heterogeneoussourceregion and the pattern of the flow of magma
from the sourceregion at mid-oceanicridgesare examined.
It is found that the more volatile-rich heterogeneitiesare
preferentially tapped by off-axis volcanism and that midoceanic ridge lavas should tap material which is more
depletedthan the averageupper mantle.

Ridge axis

racture

•:•

Rest of mantle

Ubiquitous
mantle
heterogeneitles
Fig. 2. Schematicdiagramshowingthe origin of isotopicallyenrichedoff-axisbasaltsby biasedtappingof magma
from ubiquitoussmall-scaleheterogeneities
in the sourceregionof the off-axisvolcanoes.The sourceregionfor midoceanicridge basaltpreferentiallytaps the more depletedmantle. Off-axisvolcanismis relatedto lithosphericfractures
rather than plumes.
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram showing the origin of isotopic•ly enriched off-•s basalt from blobs origin•ly derived
from the lower mantle. Nearly separateconvectionsystemse•st in the upper mantle and the lower mantle. Blobs are
entrained as passiveheterogeneitiesin the upper mantle and then preferentially tapped by off-•s volcanism.

the solidus) in the regions with melting relative to the surrounding regions. Heat thus flows into the first melted
The essentialsof the physicsof melting within a heteroge- regions and increasesthe amount of melting there (Figure
neousregionof ascending
material,suchas beneatha mid- 4). Melting in the last regions to melt is further retarded
oceanicridge or a hot spot volcano,can be visualizedas because heat initially in these regions flows into the surfollows. The ascendingmaterial is initially solid and melt- rounding regions. If the heterogeneitiesare small, the flow
ing beginsoncethe adiabat for the materialintersectsthe of heat among them would be so efficient that the entire
solidus. Thereafter the fraction of melting gradually region would be isothermal. A small easilymelted heterogeincreasesas the material ascends. The first regions to melt neity surroundedby material which does not melt maintains
are likely to be volatile rich. The latent heat of melting a temperatureessentiallyequal to the dry adiabat of the surcausesthe temperatureto increasemore slowly (relativeto rounding material (Figure 5). In contrast, if the heterogeneMELTING

AND HEAT
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Fig. 5. The fraction of melt in a heterogeneityis shown has a function of vertical ascent distance and temperature. Two limiting
models of melting are shown. The ascendingregion intersectsthe
solidus (0% melt) at point A. If the region is adiabatic, then the
fraction of melt increasesslowly during ascentand the temperature
Fig. 4. Schematicdiagram showingthe first heterogeneityto melt follows a path (dashedline) at a small angle to the solidus. A small
in the sourceregion. The latent heat of melt lowers the tempera- thermally equilibrated heterogeneitycontinuesto ascendat the temture in the heterogeneityrelativeto the surroundings.If the hetero- perature of its more voluminous surroundings (solid line). The
geneity is relative small (less than a few kilometers), significant fraction of melt in the equilibrated heterogeneityincreasesrapidly
amounts of heat flow into the heterogeneity and increase the until the low-melting fraction is used up or the surroundingregions
begin to melt.
amount of melting.

Inward
flow
ofheat•
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ities are large, then each heterogeneity would ascend adiabatically. It is obvious that grain-sized heterogeneitiesare
small enough to thermal equilibrate with their surroundings.
A quick analytical estimate of the size range of heterogeneities that remain essentially adiabatic and those which
remain isothermal is obtained by noting that

g • (x t)•

wherek is the thermalconductivity(3.36 W m-1 øC-1 in
the computations), and x is an horizontal coordinate. The
rate of change in the heat content at a point is the difference of the heat flow on each side of the point.

=

Ot

(1)

Ox

-x •

(4)

Ox

whereX is the sizeestimate,x (8 x 10-7) m•' s-1, and t is where t is time. The third equation for determining the
time. For an upwardflow rateof 30 mmyr-l whichis typ- temperature is a relationship between the amount of melting
ical of mid-oceanic ridges, it takes about 1 m.y. for material
to traverse the zone of melting. Using these numbers, the
size estimate is 5 km. This implies that regions significantly
smaller than 5 km thermally equilibrate with their surroundings while regions significantlylarger than 5 km remain adiabatic. Regions around 5 km partially thermally equilibrate
with their surroundings.
Numerical calculations of heat transfer in a partially molten region are necessaryto quantify further the results of
the analytical approximation because of latent heat. The
calculationsare somewhat idealized becausethe shape, size,
and composition of the heterogeneitiesin the mantle are
unknown. I consider both heterogeneities which have a
lower melting temperature and heterogeneitieswhich have a
greater amount of an easily melted component but the same
solidus as their surroundings. Two geometriesfor the heterogeneities are considered: (1) small isolated spheres with
constant but lower melting temperature than there surroundings and (2) tabular regions where the melting temperature
varies gradually with position and where the volumes of the
easy and hard to melt regions are comparable. The spheres
are applicable to the earliest stagesof melting, while the
tabular heterogeneitiesare applicable to later stageswhere
melting is much more extensive. In both models, deformation of the heterogeneitiesduring upwelling is ignored, and
heat flow is one-dimensional because of the simple geometry. The size range of heterogeneitieswhere melting is essentially isothermal and the difference in the fraction of melting between the equilibrated and the adiabatic casesare of
primary interest. Calculations with complexly shaped heterogeneitieswould obscure the dependenceof these features
on the physical parametersof the material.
Computations and calculations. The numerical solution
of heat flow problems involving partial melting is somewhat
complicated becauseof the latent heat of melting. Following Cawthorn [1975], the heat content of a partially molten
region includesboth latent heat and specificheat

H=

pcT + Qf

(2)

wherepc is the volumespecificheat (4.2 MW s m-3 øC-1
in the computations),T is the temperature,Q is the latent

f

and the temperature at each point x:
f = f(T,x,z)

(5)

where z is the depth.
A linear relationship with depth and temperatureis used
for (5). The solidustemperature is given by
dT

Ts(X) = To(x) - (zo - z)

dx

s

(6)

where To is the solidus temperature at the reference depth
z 0 and tits/dz is the variation of solidustemperaturewith

depth (3øC km-: in the computations).The temperature
when partial melt is presentis given by

T(x)
= H(x)+ Qa(x)
Ts(x)
pc + Qa(x

(7)

The parameter a (x) relates the increaseof melting at each

pointto the increase
in temperature.(Dimensionally,
a-1 is
the the temperature interval between the liquidus and the
solidusif melting is linearly related to temperature; for this
paper, the assumptionof linearity is justified becauseonly
small melt fractions are considered.)Finally, the fraction of
melt is

f (x)= H(x)- pcT(x)
Q

(8)

If a negative fraction of melt is given by this equation, the

melt fractionis zero and the temperatureis H (x)/pc.
The fraction of melt in the limiting specialcasesof adiabatic accent and equilibration of a small heterogeneitywith
its surroundingswere obtained explicitly [Cawthorn, 1975].
For the adiabatic casethe fraction of melting is

f

=

pca(x)[
TO(x) - Ts(X)l
pc + Qa(x)

(9)

For the equilibrated heterogeneitythe fraction is

heat of meltingper volume(1260MW s m-3 in the computations), and f

is the fraction of melt. For simplicity,the

specific heat and the latent heat are considered to be constants.

Conductive flow of heat changesthe heat content at a
point. This heat flow is given by
OT

q = -x •

Ox

(3)

f eq(X)
-' a(x)[To(x
) - Ts(X)]

(10)

The maximum amount of melting enhancementis the ration
of thesetwo quantities

r

= pc+
fad

pc

(11)
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The numerical calculation model involves moving with
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Radius

0.11

km

the upwellingmaterial by incrementsof 1 km. The conductive flow of heat is treated separately from the translation
of the material.

That is, the material is transferred from

one depth to the next and the heat H(x) is kept constant.
The temperatureand fraction of melt at each point are next
computed by solving (6)-(8). The conduction of heat
between the grid points is then computed in numerous
smaller timesteps. The fraction of melt and the temperature

Adiabatic
I

0.05

0.1

areupdated
aftereachof these
steps.Whenenough
smaller
Radial distance,

time steps have been computed to form the time interval
-1
between translation steps (the upwelling rate is 30 mm yr
in the computation), the depth is again decreasedby one

incrementand the computationrepeated. Numericalaccu-

km

RadiUS

racy is assuredby using sufficiently small time steps.
In the sphericalmodelsthe solidustemperaturewithin the
sphericalheterogeneitywas assumedto be constant, and no
melting occurred outside the spherical heterogeneity. The
easily melted sphere was 1.4070of the total volume, and the

Adiabatic
I

parametera was assumed
to be constant,0.02 øC-•. For

I

0.5

theseparametersthe maximum melt enhancementF is 7.

Radial

Twoidealized
relationships
wereusedto definethegrad-

distance,

I

km

ual spatial variation of melting propertiesin the tabular
models. One relationshipassumedthat the solidusTs varied sinusoidallywith position. The increasein the amount
of melt with increasingtemperature, a, was assumedto be
constant,0.02 øC-•. Mathematically,the solidustempera-

Rad%US•

ture is given by (6) and

Adiabatic

To(X
) = Tr + /•cos(2a'x/X)

(12)
o

where X is the full wavelength of the heterogeneity, 2/• is
the variation in solidus temperature, and T, is a reference
temperature. In the calculations the parameter /• is 25 øC
ands.
the parameter T, is 1425øC. The material with lowest

Radial

I

I

I

2

distance,

km

Fig. 6. The fraction of melt within an isolated sphericalheterogeneity after 5 km of ascent is shown. The 0.11-km sphere (top) is
meltingtemperature
at x = X/2 hasa solidusof 1400øC. thermally equilibratedwith its surroundingand the melting within
The initial temperature of the material at the reference the sphere(solid line) is greatly enhancedover adiabatic melting.
The melting in a 1.1-kin sphere(middle) and a 2.2-km sphere(bot-

depthz0 is also 1400øC,so that meltingbeginson the first
time step.

tom) is mostenhanced
nearthe edgeof the sphere.

The other relationshipassumesthat the amount of easily

meltedmaterial
varieswithposition.Thispossibility
is

The amount of melting for an isolated sphere after 5 km
modeledby making the increaseof meltingwith temperature
variable while keepingthe solidustemperatureat the refer- of ascentis shown in Figure 6. For a radius of 0.11 km the
ence depth constant, 1400øC. Mathematically, this varia- region including the sphereis isothermal and the melting is
tion is

a(x) = ao - -•cos(2•'x/X)

(13)

axis but probably at a somewhat shallower level than the
where 7 is the range of variation of the parameter a. In the

enhanced over adiabatic by the maximum factor 1TM
= 7.
The melting in a 1.1-km sphere is more complicated. The
amount of melting is highest near the edge of the sphere
becauseheat must flow from the outside into the sphereto

enhancemelting. That is, a thermal gradient with lower
temperatures at the center of the sphere is needed for heat

computations,
both a 0 and 7 are 0.02 øC-•. That is, there flow. The melting is strongly enhanced throughout this
is no meltingatx = 0anda

= 0.04øC-• atx =x/2X.

This is equivalent to making the difference between the
liquidus and the solidus 25 øC at x = x/2X.
Computed results. Idealized models were used for melting of a heterogeneousmantle becausethere is little agreement on even the depth range and temperature of melting
of the primary magmas for mid-oceanic ridge basalts
[Langmuir et al., 1977; Presnall et al., 1979; cf. Elthon,
1979; Jacques and Green, 1980; Stolper, 1980]. The
enhancementof melting in the most easily melted regions
should be preservedin more complex formulations of the
problem.

sphere but less than the maximum 1TM.The enhancement of

melting in a 2.2-km sphere is mainly on the edge of the
sphere. Only a small amount of heat reaches the center of

the sphere.,and the enhancement
of meltingis much less
there,

The amount of melting in a tabular region with gradually
varying solidus after a depth change of 12 km over a time
of 0.4 m.y. is shown in Figure 7. In the model the melting
temperature is assumedto vary by 50øC acrossthe heterogeneity. For a small heterogeneitywith a full wavelength of 2
km (top), the processis nearly isothermal. The maximum
fraction of melting is 0.296 compared with 0.103 for the
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erogeneity
was variedfrom the 50øCusedin the previous
Wavelength

0.2

0.4

Distance

across

figures to zero. The enhancementof melting at the center
of the heterogeneityis shown in Figure 9. The enhancement
for a depth changeof 3 km is significantlygreater than the
enhancementafter a depth changeof 12 km becausea much
smallerpart of the region is molten at first. After a larger

2 k

0.6

0.8

heterogeneity,

part of the region has startedto melt, lessheat flows from
the smaller solid region and is distributedover a larger volume in the partly molten region. Except for very small
rangesof melting temperaturethe enhancementof melting

1.0

km

in small heterogeneitiesis substantial.
The fraction of melting for the tabular model in which

the meltingtemperature
is constant
but the rate of melting
Wavelength 10 km

/

dependson position is shownin Figure 10. The resultsare
qualitativelysimilar to the resultsfor the model with vari-

ablemeltingtemperaturein Figure7. A major differenceis
2

Distance

E •

across

3

I

I

4

5

heterogeneity,

km

Wavelength 20 km

':'
o

I

I

2

4
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6

I

8

heterogeneity,

10

km

Fig. 7. The fraction of melt present in a region with a gradually
varying solidus temperature is shown after 12 km of ascent. The
solidustemperaturevaries by 50øC acrossthe region. The variation
of melting temperature is periodic so that the diagrams are symmetric about both end points. For a small heterogeneity(top) the melting is nearly isothermal, and the amount of melting is greatly enhanced at the center of the heterogcneityover th.e amount of adia-

batic meltingwhich would have pCcurredhad there beenno lateral
flow of heat. For a somewhatlarger heterogeneity(middle), enhancementof melting is still significant. For a still larger heteroge-

n•ity (bottom)the enhancement
of meltingis significantly
less.

adiabatic

case.

This

enhancement

is much

less than

the

maximum factor 1• = 7 because the volumes of the melted,
and unmelted regions are comparable rather than the
unmelted regions being dominant as in the case of the
spheric model. The size of the region which melts is
restricted compared with the adiabatic case. For a full
wavelength of !0 km (middle) the maximum fraction of
melting is still greatly enhancedover the adiabatic case. For

that some melt is present everywhere in the model. The
fraction of adiabatic melting varies slowly with position on
the left side of the figure becausethe differencebetweenthe
liquidusand the solidustemperature1/a is so smallthat the
temperature remains at essentiallythe solidus temperature
and the amount of melting is approximately the difference
between the initial temperature and the solidustemperature
divided by the factor Q/pc (equation•(9)).
As with the previous model, the maximum amount of
melting is significantlyenhancedfor a full wavelengthof 2
km (top) compared with the adiabatic case. The enhancement is slightly less than a factor of 2. For a full wavelength of 10 km (bottom) the enhancementof melting is
much less. Similar to the isolated spherical model, the
greatestenhancementis on the edge rather than the center
of the heterogeneityin the 10-km model.
Discussionof models. The main purpose of the computed modelsis to demonstratethat the amount of melting
within an easily melted heterogeneityis greatly increasedby
the lateral flow of heat. The sphericalmodelsare intended
to representthe earlieststagesof melting, while the tabular
modelsrepresentintermediatestageswhereabout half of the

regionis partiallymolten.In themodels,
theenhancement
was around a factor of 2 or 3 for tabular heterogeneities
which have a volume comparable to their surroundingsand
up to sevenfor small isolatedspheres. Isolated spheresless

thana kilometerin radiusmeltrapidly. Tabular1ieteroge-

/
; r

a 20-kmfullwayelength
thefraction
of melting
isnearer
to
the adiabatic

case.

•

The difference between adiabatic melting and melting in
an isothermally equilibrated region is shown in Figure 8.

For the centerof the •abularheterogeneity
the rate of melt-

o

I
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

I
0.4

ing is linearwith t•imein the adiabaticcase. The rate of
meltingdecrease•
slowlywithtimein theisothermally
equilibratedcaseb•causemoreheatcan flow into the centerof

Fig. 8. The increaseof the fraction of melt with time for material

the heterogeneityat first when only a small region is being
melted. Abou,t3 timosas much melt is producedin the isothermal caseas compared with the adiabatic case.

ed heterogeneity.The fraction of melt increaseslinearly with time
for adiabatic melting. The rate of melting is considerablygreater
for a very small heterogeneity(which is essentiallyisothermal),but

The rangeof solidustemperature
acrossthe tabularhet-

Time,

m.y.

•tscending
at 30 mmyr'l in thecenterof an isothermally
equilibrat-

this rate decreases somewhat with time.
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neities of a few kilometers wavelength are essentially isothermally equilibrated. The size of the heterogeneitywhich
equilibratesisothermally dependson the square root of time
or inverselyon the square root of the velocity of the upwell-

ing material. A 30 mm yr-• velocitywas used in the
models; therefore the size of heterogeneitieswhich melt isothermally would be somewhat larger at slowly spreading
ridges and somewhat smaller for the fastest spreading
ridges. The rate of ascent in the source regions of off-axis
volcanism is lessobvious but is probably slower than that of
slowly spreadingridges.
For the enhancementof melting by the lateral flow of
heat to affect the composition of the segregatedmagma, the
heterogeneitiesmust exceed some minimum size. Chemical
diffusion would isotopically homogenizevery small heterogeneities (bread box size). A more relevant limit is that
enough melt must form such that veins of melt can accumulate and move some distance to join up with other batches
of melt. In order to collect into a pool of magma sufficiently large to migrate by itself to the surface, theseheterogeneitiesmust have sufficient size and spatial frequency. A
kilometer-sized heterogeneitycould produce a large enough
magma body on its own.

Thereis little evidence
uponwhichto speculate
on the
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size of ubiquitous heterogeneitiesin the mantle as long as
batic
only the grossfeaturesof isotopicvariationsare are known.
Conceivably, the size of heterogeneitiesin the mantle may
vary regionally becausesome parts of the mantle may have
2
3
4
more complicatedstrain historiesthan others. However, if
Distance
across heterogeneity,
km
primordial regions still exist in the mantle and contribute a
distinct component to magma, then subsequentlyformed Fig. 10. The range in melt fraction after 12 km of ascent in the
variable melting rate model is plotted as in Figure 7. The amount
of low melting fraction increasesto the right, and the solidus is
constant. For a small, essentiallyisothermalheterogeneity(top) the

fraction
of melting
is increased
significantly
relative
to adiabatic
melting. A larger heterogeneity(bottom) is neaxly adiabatic, and

theenhancement
of melting
is greatest
ontheflanksof theheterO
•geneity. An intermediate-size heterogeneity (middle)
significantenhancementof melting.

shows
•

regionsshould also have remainedlarge enoughto produce
magmas. Any variations in magma composition owing to
the size of heterogeneitiesthus may be quite subtle.
MOVEMENT OF MAGMA TO THE SURFACE

The hypothesisof ubiquitousheterogeneities
in the mantle would be of little relevanceif it did not explain at least
the gross differencesbetween mid-oceanic ridge basalts and
the more enriched off-axis basalts. The hypothesis thus

must explain why mid-oceanic ridge basalts are more
depletedthan averagemantle and why some off-axis basalts
are more enriched than the average mantle. The previous

sectionprovides
•a possibleexplanation
for the highly
ß
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Fig. 9. The ratio of the fraction of melting at the centerof the heterogeneityfor isothermal melting relative to adiabatic melting is
shown for various rangesof the solidustemperaturefrom the center
to the outsideof the heterogeneity. The enhancementof melting is

greaterearlierin the melting(after 3 km of ascent)than later in the
melting (after 12 km of ascent). The enhancementis significantunlessthe solidusrange is quite small (< 10øC).

enrichedoff-axisbasaltsbecause
theserocksform at greater
depths where the average fraction of melting is small and
where the bulk of the melting and segregationof melt is
confined to the more enriched heterogeneities. A good

explanation
for the•depletedcharacterof the mid-oceanic
ridge basalts is not immediately evident, however, becauseit
seemsthat the ridge basalts would always have more than
the average amount of easily melted enriched material or at
least the average mantle composition.
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Spreading

direction

U is the half spreadingrate (Figure 12). The velocityof
upwelling at 0 = 0 is 2U/•r
spreadingrate.

ß
I
Dike direction
I

I UP

or about 70ø7oof the half

The principleaxesof stressare alignedat 45 ø from the
radial direction.

This can be seen since

I

*rr

= r/ • r = 0

(15)

Or

and

n_ OVo

o• Devatoric.tre..

aøø
=r

-•' +vr = 0

(16)

where a is the stresstensor and r/ is the viscosityof the
rock. The magnitudeof the deviatoricstressis proportional
Shear plane
to sin (0). The deviatoric stressis zero directly beneath the
Fig. 11. A schematiccrosssectionof the ridge axis showingthe ridge axis. Within the upwelling, the senseof shear is such
directionsof stressand dike propagation. The upward velocity that the axis of maximumtensionpointsupward toward the
near the axis is verticaland fasterthan the velocityfarther away axis and downward away from the axis. Dikes of melt,
from the axis. The direction of shearingmovesmaterial near the
axisup with respectto materialfartherawayfrom the axis(below). therefore, propagate upward and away from the axis. At
The deviatorictensionis at 45ø up towardthe axis(middle). There- 0 = •:45 ø the axis of maximum tension is horizontal, and
fore dikes propagateat 45ø away from the axis so that the earliest the direction of dike propagationis vertical. In the upper
materialto melt is carriedout of the sourceregion.
octantsof the region 101>45ø the directionof dike propagation is inward toward the axis. Mathematically, the melt

To explainthe depletedcharacterof ridge basalts,it is
necessaryto considerthat melt probably segregates
as it

trajectories are given by

In

-= 0
Irøl

(17)

forms[Langmuiret al., 1977]andto studythe pathstaken
by batches
of magmathat segregate
at variousdepths.To
do this, we notethat magmabeneathridgeaxesprobably where r 0 is the value of r at 0 = 0 for a particular trajecmoves upward in dikes which grow as cracks in a brittle

tory. Although the model is highly idealized, identical melt

material[ Weertman,1971]. The directionof propagation
is
perpendicular
to the axisof maximumtensionand upward
because
the melt is lessdensethan the surrounding
rock.
The stressfield beneaththe ridgecannotbe computed
preciselywithoutexplicitconsideration
of thestrainscaused
by
segregation
and flow of magma. However,the grossfeaturesof the stressfieldcanbe easilyvisualized
(Figure11).
The senseof shearstrainin the flow is determined
by the

trajectoriesare obtainedwithin a narrow wedge-shaped
conduit or if the viscosity varies with r [Lachenbruch and
Nathenson,1976]. Mathematically,this is whenevervelocity
boundary conditionsare independentof r or equivalently
the problem is self-similar. Only a qualitative discussionof

more rapid rate of upflow near the axis than farther from

the factors which cause the actual stress orientation to differ

Dike

direction

Streamlines

the axis. The directionof deviatorictensionplunges45ø
away from the axis. Dikes thereforecarry magmaaway
from the axis.

I

40

!

km

80

km

D

The flow patternat great depthsbeneaththe ridge axis
can be representedby the analyticalsolutionfor flow driven

by motionof the surfaceplatesat a constantvelocityaway
from the ridgeaxis [Moffatt, 1964]. The uniformlylinear

•0 km

viscosity in this solution is intended to model the more com-

plex unknownrheologyof the mantle. Body forcesare also
ignoredin the solution. In two-dimensional
polar coordinatesthe velocityof motion is givenby

•0 km

Ridge axis
2

vr = -

U[Osin(O)- cos(O)]
2

vo= _

(right)andthetrajectories
of dikepropagation
(14) Fig. 12. Streamlines

u ecos(e)

wherer is the distance
fromthesurfaceat the ridgeaxis,0
is theanglemeasured
fromtheverticalat theridgeaxis,and

(left) are shownfor the analyticsolutionfor flow at the ridgeaxis.
Thissolutionis probablycloserto the actualflow patternat greater
depths.Note that dikesin the upwellingregionnearthe axispropagateaway from the axis. Streamlines
are arbitrarilynumbered0-4
with 0 beingthe ridge axis and the surface. An equalvolumeof
flow occurswithin each regiondemarcatedby the streamlinesso
that the velocityis inverselyproportionalto the spacingof the
streamlines.A scaleis givento indicatethe depthsfor which the

solutionis intendedto be applicable.
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Fig. 13. A schematicdiagram showingthe fate of early and late formed melt at a fast ridge. The early melt from an
enriched heterogeneitypropagatesas a dike for a distanceaway from the upwelling and is finally intruded into the upwelling mantle at the two points marked with a large cross. The enrichedmaterial is then passivelycarried in the flow
along the streamline shown on the right and eventually forms an enriched layer in the lithospherecrosses. The crustal
magma chamber acts as a free slip boundary and also to trap and mixed melts from various parts of the MORB source

region. The directions•)f deviatorictensionare indicatedby pairedarrows.

from the analytical model and effect dike propagation is
attempted below.

under the ridge axis is not constantwith position. In particular, the lithosphere may retard the escape of off-axis
magma. The first of these effects is most easily visualized

The assumptionsof the analytical solution are most
applicableat the great depth where the initial melting of and considered below in more detail.
Consider first a fast-spreading ridge with a significant
enrichedheterogeneities
occurs(Figure 12). When theseheterogeneitiessegregatemelt, the dikes would propagateaway axial magma chamber (Figure 13). For the flow in the more
from the ridge axis and thus escapeeruption at the ridge viscous underlying mantle, the magma chamber acts as a
axis. The remaining material would be depletedrelative to
average mantle and form mid-oceanicridge basalts when
further extensivemelting occurs at higher levels. For this
mechanismto effect significantlythe chemistryof the source
regionat ridges,the upwellingmantle must be able to fracture brittly, and the fracturesmust propagatefar enoughto
carry the first melt out of the central region of upwelling
but not all the way to the surface (where enrichedlavas are
not usually observed). The first problem can be answered
with some confidence because syntectonic (brittle) dikes,
cracks, and veins are common in rocks which have under-

gone ductile deformation. The most relevantrock bodies
for the presentpurposeare deformed dunite, pyroxenite,
and gabbrodikesin the (mantle)harzburgitetectoniteof the
Oman ophiolite [Boudierand Coleman, 1981]. Thesebodies cut the harzburgitewhile it was flowing beneatha ridge
axis but probably at a somewhatshallowerlevel than the
trajectoriesshownin the figure. The propagationdistance
of dikes is more difficult to predict, as it dependsmore on
the volume in the initial melt body and on the details of

rheology. The observations
of Boudierand Coleman[1981]
indicate that at least some material in dikes does not reach

the surface at ridges and that the dikes move at least some
distance from their source.

Three factors make the directions of stresses at shallower

depths where ridge basaltsform different from the directions predictedby the analytical model. First, the horizontal velocityof the surfaceplate doesnot attain the spreading
velocityexactlyat the ridge axis (mathematically,this causes
the boundary condition to depend on r and thus not be
self-similar). Second, the flow field near the surface is
modified by the large volumesof melt which segregateand
flow to the surface. Third, the viscosity of the material

freely slipping boundary. The principle axis of tension is
thus horizontal beneath the boundary and the direction of
dike propagation vertical. At a moderate depth beneath the
chamber, horizontal shear stress results from the faster
moving material at depth dragging the shallower material
beneath the magma chamber. This senseof shear has been
inferred from the Oman ophiolite [Boudier and Coleman,
1981]. The direction of dike propagation is thus somewhat
outward from the ridge axis.
For a slow-spreadingridge, no significant magma chamber is present (Figure 14). Significant amounts of earlier
formed melt move away from the axis and miss the crustal
magma chamber as they ascend. Slightly off-axial magma
at a slow ridge thus should be expected to show lower
degreesof partial melting and a somewhat greater source
depth than axial magma. This trend is well exhibited in the
FAMOUS area on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge for the basalt
sampleswhich Langmuir et al. [1977] used to infer that melt
segregatesas it forms. The chemical variations occur over a
few kilometers across the axial zone and are not accompanied by Nd and Sr isotopicvariations [White, 1979].
A complication that makes quantification of the above
effect difficult is that the region where the lateral velocity
increasesto the spreadingrate is controlled by the width of
the intrusion

zone and the tectonics of the central rift.

The

senseof shear beneath the lithosphere is the opposite of the
senseof shear in the previouscaseof fast ridges becausethe
underlying mantle is dragged by the lithosphere. This
would

tend to deflect

dikes somewhat

toward

the axis at

shallow depths. At greater depths, dikes are deflected away
from the axis and thus should miss the crustal magma
chamber.

Segregationand tapping of large volumes of partial melt
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The main argument for stress-inducedcracks rather than
plumes is thus circumstantial. Although plumes are an
.
Axial
extension
zone
excellent geometrical explanation for well-defined hot spots,
,,•
such as Hawaii, some hot spots are actually "hot lines",
which is what would be expected from cracks [Bonatti et
i
Crust
al., 1977; Pilger, 1982]. Extensive replacementof the lower
ß
• t i
lithosphere by asthenosphereis associated with mid-plate
hot spots [Crough, 1978; I/on Herzen et al., 1982]. This
replacement implies failure of at least the lower lithosphere
heric
mantle
and hence is compatible with cracks as well as plumes.
Small near-axis seamountsappear to be controlled by cracks
associated with fracture zones [Batiza and Vanko, 1983]
Another argument is that off-axis volcanism is widely distributed in the oceanic plates and the small centers of volcanism are not distinctive from the larger centersattributed to
Enriched
source
hot spots [Fujita and Sleep, 1978; Batiza, 1982; Batiza and
Fig. 14. A schematic diagram shows the fate of early and late Vanko, 1983, 1984]. All off-axis volcanism is seldom attribformed melt at a slow ridge. Some melt from enriched heterogenei- uted to plumes because a very large number of mantle
ties may propagate as dikes through the lithosphere and then feed
plumes of varying size and composition (including some
near-axis volcanoes(if the stressesare right to form cracks in the
lithosphere). The axial source region is somewhat deeper than at indistinguishablefrom mid-ocean ridge basalt) are required.
fast ridges becausedikes at intermediate depths in the mantle are That is, if a continuum exists between Hawaiian-type hot
deflected toward the axis. The magma chamber is small or even spots and minor off-axis volcanoes,then it is reasonableto
Slow ridge

//•

Early
MORB
•

transient. Some mantle-derived batches of melt may miss the attribute both to the same mechanism: cracks.
chamber and erupt at the surface at the edge of the axial zone.
The application of the model for melt segregation to
These magmashave lower degreesof partial melting and somewhat
petrology contains little new except for a plausible explanagreater sourcedepth than the MORB eruptedright at the axis.

probably createsits own pressuregradient. That is, melt
has some tendencyto flow toward the zone of active melt
segregation,especiallyif a large volume of melt is being
generated. As melt segregationshouldbe more rapid near
the center of the upwelling region, melt is brought back
toward the ridge axis. This effect is difficult to quantify
but shouldbe important only at the shallowerdepthswhere
mid-oceanicridge basaltsare generated.
The segregationof melt and, at slow ridges,the conduction of heat increasesthe viscosity of material upwelling
away from the ridge axis. The zone of upwelling is thus
narrower than predictedby the analyticalmodel, especially
at shallowerdepth. The stressdirectionsgivenby the model
hold within the active part of the conduit as noted above,
but the stress field in the more viscous material on the sides

of the active conduit is probably close to horizontal extension and the direction of dike propagation is close to
vertical.
DISCUSSION

AND

PETROLOGY

tion for the depletion of the ridge volcanics. This depletion
comes both from biased tapping of late melting regions,
which were depleted much earlier in the earth's history, and
from

the loss of the first

melt

from

much

of the source

region beneath the ridge. The second effect would cause
mid-oceanic ridge basalts to be more depleted in highly
incompatible elements, which are used up by the first melt,
than moderately incompatible elements, as is observed
[Holmann, 1983]. The gross features of the model do not
depend on petrological details but only that small-scaleheterogeneitiesexist and that the melting behavior of the heterogeneitiescorrelates with isotopic composition. In particular, the general features of melting behavior and melt migration do not depend on the precisedepth of the generation of
the basaltic magma at mid-oceanic ridges.
Local scatter in isotopic valuesat ridges. The ubiquitous
heterogeneity model, with or without blobs, provides a viable theory for the local scatter in isotope values along the
ridge axis [Duprk and Allkgre, 1983; Allkgre et al., 1983b;
Batiza, 1984]. The scatter is less at fast-spreading ridges
because large magma chambers are present and many
mantle-derived batches of magma mix in the chamber to
give a mean isotopic composition to volcanic rocks derived
from the chamber. Magma chambersare transient and narrow at slow ridges, and single batchesof magma can erupt
with little mixing and thus show great isotopic scatter. That
is, the most depleted as well as the most enriched isotopic
ratios are expected at slow ridges. At intermediate spreading rates, both mixing and scatter are apparent [Clague et
al., 1983; Eaby et al., 1984].
Isotopic scatter is most pronounced on the southwest
Indian ridge, which is the slowest spreading part of the
mid-oceanic ridge system [LeRoex et al., 1983]. The full

The small ubiquitous heterogeneitymodel may reduce or
obviate the need for mantle plumes which ascendfrom some
layer in the mantle, as recently noted by Davies [1981],
Zindler et al. [1982], and Richardson et al. [1982]. Geophysical alternativesto mantle plumes usually considerthat
hot spot volcanic chains are associatedwith cracks in the
mantle rather than plumes [Sleep, 1974; Turcotte and
Oxburgh, 1973, 1976; Solomon and Sleep, 1974]. These
alternatives have been difficult to test becausethe intraplate
stress which is believed to cause the cracks is as poorly
determined as the flow pattern in the mantle believed to range in isotopic values observedworldwide at ridges is
cause the plumes themselves. The stresshypothesismay be found at most localities along the ridge. There appears to
somewhat

more

testable

because

the

stresses within

the

plates can be directly measured [Zoback and Zoback, 1980]
while the flow in the deep mantle cannot.

be little trend in either the amount of scatter or the mean

value along the ridge.

Regional isotopic variationson ridges. Regional varia-
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tions of isotopic ratios along mid-oceanic ridge axes are well
documented on the Galapagos Spreading Ridge [l/erma and
Schilling, 1982] and the Mid-Atlantic Ridge [White and
Schilling, 1978; Schilling et al., 1983] but not evident on the
Juan de Fuca Ridge [Eaby et al., 1984] or the southwest
Indian ridge [LeRoex et al., 1983]. A plume or blob model
provides an immediate but not very satisfying explanation:
there are simply more plumes or blobs in some placeson the
ridge than others. (The best physical model for tapping of
plumes and blobs from the lower mantle [Olson, 1983] has
not yet been developed to the point where it is possible to
predict the distribution of plumes.) The regional isotopic
anomalies appear to be the most difficult feature to explain
by ubiquitous mantle heterogeneities.
Regional isotopic variations are not unexpectedin ubiquitous small-scale heterogeneitiesas factors which may effect
the tapping of melt including the spreading rate, the obliquity of the ridge, the presenceof leakly transform faults and
bifurcations, and the intraplate stress field (which controls
cracks) all vary regionally along a ridge axis. A quantitative
theory for these mechanismsmay be as difficult to formulate as one for plume ascent, but empirical relationships
among these features (which except for stress are easily
observed), isotopic and chemical variations, and crustal
thicknesses(which give the total amount of magma tapped)
can be appraised. The absenceof such correlations would
be reason for invoking a separate blob or plume source. A
strong empirical relationship would be evidence that the
regional isotopic trends are the result of systematic variations in the tapping of magma from ubiquitously small-scale
heterogeneitiesin the mantle.
Off-axis volcanism. Near-axis seamounts tap depths in
the mantle similar to ridges and hence erupt magmas similar
to mid-oceanic ridge basalts [Batiza, 1982; Batiza and
Vanko, 1984]. (The minimum source depth for seamounts
is crudely the thickness of the thermal lithosphere: 12 km
for 1 m.y. crust and 24 km for 4 m.y. crust.) In analogy
with slow ridges, batchesof magma escapemixing and give
rise to scatter in isotopic values. Near-axis seamountssometimes tap the enriched material which moved laterally away
from the ridge axis. Another effect noted by Dupr& and
All•gre [1983] and All•gre et al. [1983b] is that off-axial
melt may feed back into the ridge axis along leakly transform faults (or cracks related to near-axis sea mounts).
The environment of magma generation far away from the
ridge axis is more complicated because of the stratification
of the lithosphere produced by the generation of melt at the
ridge axis. The uppermost part of the mantle is probably a
depleted residuum which cannot generate additional basaltic
melt. At somewhat greater depths the rocks are capable of
generating some magma, either from melt which was
retained in the source region or from heterogeneitieswhich
did not melt at the ridge axis. The importance of small

fractionsof meltingin regionswith low 87Sr/86Sr
to the
generationof Hawaiian basaltshas been discussedby Chen
and Frey [1983]. Below this depth there would be a region
which was enrichedin the initially melted componentswhich
moved out to the side at the ridge axis. This material would
contain more of the plume componentthan the average
mantle. The processfor generatingthis enriched layer is
basically the introduction of small volumes of melt or the

mantle metasomatismhypothesisdiscussedby Richardsonet
al. [1982] for basaltson the aseismicWalvis ridge. Below
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the depth of enrichment, the mantle would approach its
average composition.
Global mass balance. The significant difficulty with
mantle-wide convention and only small-scaleheterogeneities
is the relative

masses of the different

reservoirs.

This can

be illustrated by the Nd-Pb and Sr-Pb plots of Zindler et al.
[1982], where it is evident that the plume component contributes a subordinate amount of Nd, Sr, and Pb to many
of the off-axis basalts in that study and all of the ridge
basalts. There is a large gap on the plots between the localities enriched in the plume component and all the other
localities. The efficient exclusion of the plume component
from all but a few source regions can be explained if the
component is isolated within physical heterogeneitiesrather
than being present in variable amounts in each source
region. That is, the heterogeneities containing the plume
component melt before the rest of the mantle and, even at
off-axis volcanoes, the magma moves laterally before the
more depleted magma which reachesthe surface segregates.
Conversely, the plume component sometimesforms the bulk
of a magma becauseit may melt and segregateat locations
where the more difficult to melt components are still solid.
(The continuum between the MORB component and the
third component on Zindler et al.'s [1982] diagrams indicates that these components may be intermixed endmembers rather than physically separate heterogeneities.
The third component apparently melts before the MORB
and thus is enriched in off-axis magmas where the potential
source regions for the MORB component are not yet molten. Presumably, the third component moves laterally away
from the shallower zone where mid-oceanic ridge basalts are
generated.)
For the plume component to be so efficiently excluded
from so many source regions in the postulated manner, it
must be a subordinate fraction of the mantle source region.
If mass balances require the plume component to make up
the bulk of the mantle, this component must be largely isolated from the upper mantle and introduced in small quantities as plumes or blobs. (See Davies [1981] for a view that
the plume component may be a subordinate fraction and,
for example, Jacobsenand Wasserburg [1979] and DePaolo
[1980] for the more prevalent view that the plume component makes up around 50% of the whole mantle, and
Zindler et al. [1982] for an intermediate viewpoint.) A
model involving widely distributed blobs [Dupr• and
All•gre, 1983; All•gre et al., 1983b] avoids this mass balance problem but retains the other mechanical aspectsof the
ubiquitous heterogeneity model. Conceivably, these blobs
may remain as "passive" heterogeneitiesin the upper mantle for a long time before entering the source regions of
magmas, rather than directly ascending as plumes (Figure 3). In particular, the thermal and mechanical arguments
on the tapping of melt from small-scale heterogeneities
apply whether the heterogeneitiesoriginated as blobs or by
the whole mantle convection and plate tectonics. The evidence for mechanical plumes, therefore, must be appraised
separately from mass balance evidence that distinguishes
both plumes and blobs from mantle-wide ubiquitous
heterogeneities.
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